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    OWZATT     
 

Baulkham Hills Cricket Club Newsletter 
 

Around The Grounds 
Round 2 was certainly a change from Round 1, with the hot weather making an appearance early in the season. 

 
Congratulations to the top performers from this round: 

J Mann  A Res 116 

J Freeman B1A 135 
B Patel B10 5/22 

S Hampstead B12 6/64 
V Patel B14 5/17 

T Thiruloganathan  B15 5/36 
H King U15/1 103* 

J du Plessis U15/2 100* 

P Taylor U14/1 103 
 

Please ensure all players are playing in a Baulko shirt and hat/cap. You can also purchase a club shirt. Club clothing 
can be purchased from the canteen at Charles McLaughlin Oval, while the in2cricket clinic is on - Friday nights - 6:00 

pm to 7:30 pm. 

 
The season rosters are complete for meat raffles and in2cricket and we ask all teams to ensure they meet these 

requirements. 
 

We are holding our meat raffle every week, so get along to the Sports Club for a chance to win. 

 
Our Baulko website has lots of information - have a look at www.baulkocricket.com.au. Our website also has a link 

to the MyCricket website, where results, tables and scoresheets can be viewed.  
 

Our next monthly meeting is on Tuesday 10 November at 7:30pm at the Sports Club. Please make sure each team 
is represented.  

 

If you have any news or gossip for the newsletter, let us know by email at owzatt@baulkocrickert.com.au 
 

 

Team Performances: 
Winning teams this round – A Res, B1A, B2, B13, B14, B15, 15/1, 15/2, 14/1, 13/1, 11/1 and 11/2. 
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Individual Achievements: 
J Mann  A Res 116 C Samaranayake B15 2/55 

S Martin  A Res 69* D Bhardwaj B15 28 
J Smith A Res 44 N Burbidge B15 25 

C Gentle  A Res 25 V Rao U16/1B 3/13 

J Koski A Res 4/47 P Sawant U16/1B 26* 
M Robertson A Res 3/76 H King U15/1 103* 

E Platt B1A 3/9 J Kallukalam U15/1 47* 
J Bocking B1A 3/33 J Bentvelzen U15/1 36 

J Freeman B1A 135 W Wijeyasiri U15/1 27 
G McLoughlin B1A 44 A Bansal U15/1 2/21 

B Jones B1B 2/23 A Wagner U15/1 2/21 

R Jones B1B 2/46 J du Plessis U15/2 100* 
R Vallis B2 35, 2/13 S Singh U15/2 83 

T Senior B2 2/18 R Warner U15/2 25 
C Blinman B2 29*, 2/20 V Negi U15/2 4/3 

T El Kadi B2 77, 2/23 J Cherry U15/2 2/2, 3/12 

T Hallal B2 58 M Blinman U14/1 4/0 
L Jerome B2 39* P Taylor U14/1 103 

J Luther B2 27 R Jose U14/2G 29* 
J Galofaro  B6 4/19 L Keegan U14/2G 28 

R Thomas B6 3/43 G Singh U14/2G 2/26 

J Macrae B6 2/42 R Trivedi U14/2M 3/25 
B Patel B10 5/22 C Durante U14/2M 2/66 

HP Shah B10 3/15 S Pasupati U14/2M 30 
M Patel B10 2/40 B McIntosh U13/1 3/10 

A Patel B10 66 L Connelly U13/1 2/16 
D Patel B10 47 S Singh U13/2 2/25 

S Hampstead B12 6/64 B Kouzeleas U13/2 2/40 

T Waddups B12 2/61 S Patel U13/2 27 
T Samuels B12 38, 39 A Gholkar U12/1 33*, 2/16 

M Burgin B12 58* M Howlett U12/1 2/33 
J Barnitt B13 50 A Bajwa U12/2 49 

T Ripps B13 50 S Dhoble U12/2 32 

A Gholkar B13 48*, 6/19, 
3/31 

V Suresh U11/1 58 

D Moodley B13 2/38, 2/10 D Walker U11/1 2/2 
C Patel B14 45 Z Ritchie U11/2G 4/7 

S Pande B14 25 L Urkanci U11/2G 3/7 
V Patel B14 5/17 L Fernandes U11/2G 2/11 

D Patel B14 3/21 A Aswal U11/2M 34 

T Patel B14 2/30 S Goradia U11/2 3/4 
T Thiruloganathan  B15 5/36 T Tripathi U11/2 3/12 

B Awkadawala  B15 41, 2/19    
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The Duck Pond: 
One of the most prestigious and anticipated awards at the Senior Presentation Dinner is the Duck Tie. 

 
Another healthy contribution to the fine tins around the club, with B6 and B10 leading the way with 5 ducks 

each. 

 
Those who splashed in to the pond this round are…. 

 
Balzarolo, Kevin B12  Panchal, Hemang B14 

Billings, Jeremy B6  Patel, Dhrupalkumar B10 
Chatman, Dan B2  Patel, Hiteshkumar B10 

Desai, Chiscag B10  Patel, Snehal B10 

Duignan, James B10  Platt, Evan B1A 
Gandhi, Siddhant B6  Sundaram, Bahi B15 

Jones, Asa B6  Trigona, Michael B12 
Keegan, Scott B12  Vithyadaran, Darren B15 

Macrae, Joe B6  Waddups, Tom B12 

McLaren, Brett B6    
 
 

Check out our web site 
Have a look at the Baulko web site. All the news about club events, fixtures, results, ladders etc. are all available 

at the following web site – www.baulkocricket.com.au To see your team’s results, go to baulkocricket.com.au, 
select ‘Latest Results’ then select your team. From there you can see the ladder by selecting ‘Ladder’. 

 
The site will be updated regularly, and the club history is being added to as time permits. 

 
There have been some changes to the committee this season. You can find a list of the committee members on 

the website 

 

To all Captains, Coaches and Managers 
Team Reports 
Team reports for this newsletter can be emailed to owzatt@baulkocricket.com.au by Tuesday night after the game. 
Newsletters will be published during the week after a game. 

 
 
 

 
 

Baulkham Hills Cricket Club is a Level 2 Good Sports accredited club.  
 

Good Sports works with communities to make sports clubs safe and healthy by providing advice about managing 
alcohol responsibly and making clubs more family-friendly.  

 

As a Level 2 Good Sports club we abide by our liquor license, have bar management strategies in place and our bar 
staff attend Responsible Service of Alcohol training. We also try not to rely on revenue from bar sales by seeking 

other income opportunities, and we have a safe transport policy in place. 
 

For more information visit www.GoodSports.com.au or Facebook.com/GoodSportsClubs 

 
  

http://www.baulkocricket.com.au/
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Team Rosters 
 

Meat Raffle Roster – Saturday Night at the Sporto 
The following teams have been rostered to sell tickets for the Saturday Night Raffle, to be held back at the Sports 

Club after the game. Please make every effort to ensure your team helps out in this important fundraiser for the 

club. 
 

Ticket sales are to start by 6:45pm. 
 

DATE TEAM DATE TEAM 

Sep 19 B6 Jan 09 B8 

Sep 26 n/a Jan 16 B2 

Oct 03 B15 Jan 23 B1B 

Oct 10 U16/1B Jan 30 U13/1 

Oct 17 B14 Feb 06 B1A 

Oct 24 U15/1 Feb 13 U13/2 

Oct 31 B13 Feb 20 A Res 

Nov 07 U15/2 Feb 27 U12/1 

Nov 14 B12 Mar 05 U12/2 

Nov 21 U14/1 Mar 12 tba 

Nov 28 B10 Mar 13 tba 

Dec 05 U14/2G Mar 19 tba 

Dec 12 B9 Mar 20 tba 

Dec 19 U14/2M   
 

MILO in2cricket Roster – Charles McLaughlin Oval 
To help out with the MILO in2cricket clinic, senior teams have been rostered to provide 4 players to one of the 
sessions. Please make every effort to ensure your team helps out in this important junior development opportunity. 

 

The clinic is held on Friday nights at Charles McLaughlin Oval. The sessions run from 6:00pm to 7:30pm. 
 

DATE TEAM  

Sep 11 B1A  

Sep 18 A Res  

Sep 25 n/a  

Oct 02 n/a  

Oct 09 B1B  

Oct 16 B2  

Oct 23 B6  

Oct 30 B8  

Nov 06 B9  

Nov 13 B10  

Nov 20 B12  

Nov 27 B13  

Dec 04 B14  
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Match Results and Reports 
 

10C Wentworthville Leagues Orange V Baulkham Hills C 
No report submitted. 

 
10D Wentworthville Leagues Grey V Baulkham Hills D 

No report submitted. 
 

10E Baulkham Hills E V Baulkham Hills F 

No report submitted. 
 

10F Baulkham Hills E V Baulkham Hills F 
No report submitted. 

 

10R Seven Hills-Toongabbie RSL 15/80 Def by Baulkham Hills 6/118 
Baulkham Hills 6/118 (avg.19.6) Def Seven Hills 15/80 (Avg. 5.3) 

 
The boys trained hard through the holiday break and showed big improvements during round 2. Armaan won the 

toss and decided to bat. In the first innings Baulko batted well, not losing a wicket for a total of 55 runs. Ganak 

finished off the innings, top scoring with the bat, hitting an impressive boundary. He then opened the bowling and 
took 2 wickets, combined with a run out to have the boys high on confidence after the first over. Armaan showed 

some excellent skills behind the stumps taking two catches. Nick took 2 wickets, with one each for Manveer and 
Nitin. In the second innings Nitin hit two boundaries to finish with 10 runs from 12 balls. Some great running between 

the wickets resulted in an impressive total to defend. A great bowling performance by the whole team secured victory 
led by Nathan (1-0), Selvan (1-4) and Nitin (3-3) who narrowly missed out on taking a hat-trick. 

 

Well done boys! Keep training hard and enjoying your cricket. 
 

10W Baulkham Hills Def by Guildford Leagues 
Baulkham Hills Avg 7.43  def by  Guildford Leagues Avg 15.22 

 

A washed out Round 1 match meant all the boys were keen to get on the pitch for their first game of the season - for 
a few it was their first game in Juniors. We won the toss and sent Guildford into bat. All the boys put in a solid effort, 

however it was a tough day in the field as we only managed to take a couple of wickets with some equally solid 
batting from the opposition. Our wicket taker for the 1st innings was Lachlan Grove (1/4) with the other wicket coming 

from a run out off Ben Robertson's (1/8) bowling. 
 

Batting was a memorable day with Aaron Springall (1) and Mark Chapman (1) scoring their first ever runs in Junior 

club cricket, while Lachlan Grove (4) and Rory Vallis (4) each sent the seagulls flying with both boys hitting magnificent 
4's. Our other run scorers were Ben Robinson (3), Oscar Collyer (2) and Nicholas Jacobs (2). It was a great batting 

effort from all the boys. 
 

With some match time under their belts the 2nd innings was a more relaxed affair. It was a much improved fielding 

display after some hard work by the boys at training during the week. There were a couple of standout 2nd innings 
performances with Ben Fullerton (1/4) taking his first ever wicket by sending the bails flying off his first delivery of 

the day and magnificent caught & bowled by Ben Robinson (2/7) had us off to a great start. Our other wicket takers 
were Rory Vallis (1/4), Nicholas Jacobs (1/5) and Roy Rankin (1/7). 

 

Coming last into bat we were playing catch-up, so as expected the boys were looking for the boundary most of the 
morning. Defensive shots went out the window and the stumps received a beating. Our stand out performer with the 

bat was Robert Hughes with 8 not out for the entire match, all his runs coming in the 2nd innings (including one 4) 
so a solid performance for the team. 

 
The end of play couldn't come quick enough as the boys headed straight to the ice packed esky for a well-earned soft 

drink. 
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11/2M Baulkham Hills Maroon 7/107 

A Aswal 34 

def by Baulkham Hills 4/109 

Round 2 was an all Baulko clash and as expected was played in great spirit. The Baulko Maroons batted first and 
finished the 50 overs with 7/107 with a fine late partnership with James Pearce making 11 and Arjun Aswal making a 

solid 34. We thought we had accumulated a respectable total to defend next Saturday.  
 

Day two arrived and the Marrons took the field to defend the total and were off to a good start with 2 early wickets. 
Baulkham Hills replied with some good steadying batting and built upon their innings. In the end Baulkham Hills 

chased down the total and took the match from the Maroons. Both teams played well and was a good learning towards 

a full summer of proper cricket rules. Well done to both teams. 
 

11/2G Baulkham Hills Gold 77 
and 72 

def by Wentworthville Leagues 109 
Z Ritchie 4/7 L Urkanci 3/7 

and 5/46 

L Fernandes 2/11 
No report submitted. 

 
11/2 Baulkham Hills Maroon 7/107 

S Goradia 3/4 T Tripathi 3/12 

def by Baulkham Hills 4/109 

Day One. We won the toss and sent the maroons in to bat on one of the hottest days of the year so far. 
The maroons accumulated 7/107 off 50 overs. 

Bowling- 
Sahil 3 for 4 off 5 overs 

Tanay 3 for 12 off 6 overs 
Thevindu 1 for 11 off 4 overs 

Catches- 

Braydon, Sahil and Tanay 
 

Day Two. Our innings was well constructed featuring 3 significant partnerships (Ethan/Jacob 25, Ethan/Sahil 34 & 
Sahil/Stuart 49) which took us to victory with 21 overs and 6 wickets to spare.  

Our total being 4/109 off 29 overs. 

Batting- 
Sahil 17 

Stuart 11 n.o. 
Ethan 11 

 
A memorable and comprehensive victory of which I am sure, if we remain consistent, will pave the way for a great 

season to come. 

 
Congratulations to our Player of the Match: - Sahil. 

 
11/1 Baulkham Hills 149 

V Suresh 58 

Def Greystanes 73 

D Walker 2/2 

Performances 
Vishal Suresh 58 

Daniel Walker 17 & 2/3 
 

We could not believe our luck when the opposition sent us into bat on a perfect batting wicket. Vishal opened the 

batting & batted well until the compulsory retirement at 50. We batted well & almost managed to bat out our overs. 
Vishal got to go back in & helped us build a very healthy total. Our running between the wickets today was pretty 

impressive for only the second game of the season. We ran on every chance & this certainly helped us build an 
impressive total. The opposition tried to put one over on us at 11.35am by pulling stumps at the end of the innings. 

We got back out there to have a crack at them & at the end of the day, they were 0/6 from 5 overs. 
 

We started off well on week 2 with an early wicket & we never looked back. It was our fielding which was the highlight. 

Two direct hits for run outs & at least 5 other direct hits that were not out. This is a direct result from the boys 
spending a lot of time at practice aiming up at training. Our fielding in general, was high quality. The opposition were 

getting quite frustrated at the lack of gaps being created by our boys throwing themselves around in the field & 
putting their bodies on the line to stop the ball going through. 
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A great result boys, keep up the hard work, your performances will pay off at the back end of the season. 

 

12/2 Baulkham Hills 51 
and 120 

A Bajwa 49 S Dhoble 32 

def by Parramatta City Cricket Club 2/175(dec) 

Day 1: With many boys away as planned due to long weekend and a couple falling sick last minute, we only had six 

players available last Saturday! Apparently that is the bare minimum required to have a game as per PDCA rules 
however as we found out quickly, it is nowhere near enough to cover a field.  To make it worse, the toss went the 

opposition?s way and they elected to bat (of-course). Our boys did fight bravely and it was impressive to see the effort 

in trying to stop runs or trying to take catches. However there were just too many gaps in the field. As a result, by the 
time they declared their first inning, we had a target of 175 to chase. At stumps, we were 14 for the loss of 3 wickets 

in our first inning.  
 

And due to the technicality of the rules and the ultra-competitive nature of the opposition team, only the players on 

the list last week were able to bat.  
 

Day 2: As expected, our first inning folded quickly and by around 9am we were sent to bat again. Everyone expected 
the match to finish within the hour. But the boys surprised us all by digging in. And what a marvellous fight they put 

on. It was a pleasure to watch the brilliant partnership between Ali and Sid. Thanks to the brave fightback, we came 

ever so close to batting on till the end of the day and/or sending the other team to bat again. However in the end we 
just didn’t have enough batters and so we lost by an inning and 4 runs. 

 
12/1 Greystanes 6/137(dec) 

A Gholkar 2/16 M Howlett 2/33 

Def Baulkham Hills 9/82(cc) 

and 5/77 
A Gholkar 33* 

No report submitted. 

 
13/2 Kellyville 8/286(cc) 

S Singh 2/25 B Kouzeleas 2/40 

Def Baulkham Hills 105 

S Patel 27 
and 2/49 

Jarrod won the toss and elected to bowl. Wicket was wet to start with but it developed into a hot summers day which 

was the same the second week of play. 
 

We sent them into bat and things started fairly well. Our bowling throughout was good and I thought everyone 
performed very well. I also thought that across our bowling line up we all improved on last year which was a fantastic 

effort considering . 
 

Unfortunately our fielding did let us down with a few exceptions. Our opposition stacked up a healthy 286 which 

probably should have been 186 at best. I'm sure with the expert guidance of our Coaching staff and a bit more 
commitment from the boys this will be rectified next outing. 

 
2nd week batting, Jarrod and Smit went in to open up the batting, hoping to work on the large total that they gave 

us to chase. Jarrod was the first to fall on a total of eight runs, bowled middle stump. Next was Sanjam to come up 

to the pitch hoping to create a partnership with Smit. Sanjam went for 2, Smit was next with a best of the day, a very 
handy 27. Sahil was next out for 12, nice work, and Oscar was next to follow for 6. Tim got a ducky and was followed 

by Blake with a 1. Jayden was next with 11, another handy score. Alex had a fantastic 19 with a new high score for 
his total. Stuart next with Duck, Qasim was not out. 

 

Our total fell short, all out for 105 and our opposition put us back in to bat for an outright victory , but fortunately we 
were equal to the task the second time round and they didn't get the extra points . 

 
13/1 Baulkham Hills 113 Def Winston Hills 112 

B McIntosh 3/10 L Connelly 2/16 
This game was always going to be a challenge for the boys with 3 of them unavailable on day 1, the toss was crucial. 

Thankfully Liam won the toss and we went in to bat hoping that our boys could hold out for the day 2 batsmen down. 

Will got off to a great start taking 22 runs with a calm and methodical approach, Brendan was good support until his 
bat was caught on the edge of his pad trying to defend and he was gone LBW. 
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Jay came in and looked solid but popped one up to gully and he was gone for 3. Pat entered and seemed determined 
to make his wicket count. Defending sharply Pat made Winston hills pay for any loose bowling and hit a quick fire 24 

with some beautiful strokes including 3 4’s. 

 
Kartik and Shabham also contributed with 14 and 15 runs respectively, unfortunately we lost our 8 wickets in the 48th 

over and Winston Hills had 15 mins to face our boys, Kartik got the first wicket in the last over of the day and Winston 
Hills finished the day 1/11. 

 
Day 2, Winston Hills started with 11 players but as their night watchman did not play they were 2/11 at the start of 

play.  

 
Our boys gave away a few too many extras in the early overs but the bowling tightened up in the middle stages of 

the game. Runs still flowed and it looked like we might be in for a loss but with 15 minutes to go Winston Hills were 
so confident that one of their batsmen went home. Just after 12pm and with only 5 runs required, Brendan came in 

to bowl: first ball no run, second ball wicket, third ball no ball plus 2 runs – 2 runs to win. Both the parent’s galleries 

were glued to the action and the tension was high in both camps. 4th ball of the over – wicket and game over. 
Thankfully the catches held, great effort from all the boys in the field. 

 
There was much discussion between the parents and the coaches about calling the player back that went home but 

coaches finally agreed on the win for Baulkham Hills. 

 
You can be assured Winston hills will have a discussion about boys leaving early. 

 
As Tony says it’s not over until it’s over and this was a great win for the boys, huge confidence builder and elation all 

round. 
 

14/2M Parramatta City Cricket Club 

6/376(dec) 
R Trivedi 3/25 C Durante 2/66 

Def Baulkham Hills Maroon 70 

S Pasupati 30 
and 2/43(cc) 

Round 2 saw us travel to Merrylands to play Parramatta, on a long weekend where we struggled to field 7 players on 
an extremely hot day on a ground that had a perfect fast outfield. We started well with Rohan picking up some early 

wickets before a big partnership saw the energy sucked out the boys from chasing leather all over the park. To the 

boys credit they never complained & tried their hearts out all day with all the boys having to bowl a lot of overs which 
ended with Parramatta declaring at the close of play on 6/376 after 50 overs, a tough day in the office. Rohan was 

the pick off the bowlers with 3/25 off 8 overs & Chris putting in a solid performance of 2/66 off 9 overs. 
 

Day 2 started badly with us turning up to the ground & finding a sandpit where our ground was last week. This week 
would find a shot that last Saturday saw plenty off boundaries lucky to even make it to the fielder in what is best 

described as beach cricket. The boys dug deep & tried to fight it out but saw us dismissed for 70 off 43 overs with 

Sid scoring a solid 30 & Daniel scoring a hard fought 9. Ruchir & Saksham saw off a lot off overs as tailenders to save 
the day from us facing a possible outright loss.  

 
A tough loss but I think we can take some positives out of the game & I’m sure the boys will strike back next time we 

play them. 

 
14/2G Baulkham Hills Gold 153 

R Jose 29* L Keegan 28 

def by Greystanes 6/163 

G Singh 2/26 
No report submitted. 

 

14/1 Rouse Hill Rams 84 
M Blinman 4/0 

def by Baulkham Hills 9/219 
P Taylor 103 

No report submitted. 
 

15/2 Baulkham Hills 304 
J du Plessis 100* S Singh 83 R Warner 

25 

Def Kellyville 38 
V Negi 4/3 J Cherry 2/2 

and 4/57 

J Cherry 3/12 
No report submitted. 
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15/1 Baulkham Hills 3/240(cc) 
H King 103* J Kallukalam 47* J 

Bentvelzen 36 W Wijeyasiri 27 

Def Kings Langley 7/174(cc) 
A Bansal 2/21 A Wagner 2/21 

No report submitted. 
 

16/1B Greystanes 9/164(dec) 
V Rao 3/13 

Def Baulkham Hills B 95 
P Sawant 26* 

and 1/19   
No report submitted. 

 

16/1A BYE   
No report submitted. 

 
B15 Kellyville 170 

T Thiruloganathan 5/36 B Awkadawala 

2/19 C Samaranayake 2/55 

def by Baulkham Hills 200 

B Awkadawala 41 D Bhardwaj 28 N Burbidge 25 

Kellyville won the toss and put us to bat, surprisingly on a very hot & humid day where any team would have elected 

to bat first, even our captain was going to elect to bat 1st if we had won the toss. When the coin was tossed and fell 
down on the ground and we were eager for a head call as our captain called “heads”. But it was tail. We were 

disappointed just for a second, but could not believe what we heard from the opposite captain saying “we bowl first”.  

Apparently, we played against the same Kellyville team a couple of season ago and we were out cheaply. So there may 
be a background reason behind their call to put us to bat first. 

 
We have exhausted them on the field by batting the whole day, whole allocated overs and when our last wicket fallen 

it was 200 all out at 5.45pm on a non-day light savings 1st Saturday. We actually have made the opposition regretting 
for their decision to bowl first. It’s our record of batting the whole allocated overs as we have not done that in the past. 

 

We came to bowl on the 2nd Saturday and we got all out for 170 at 5.41PM and we won the game by 30 runs. 
 

Batting superstars-Bavin-41, Dinesh-28, Niall 25, & Sal 20. 
 

Bowling superstar- Sendur took 5 wickets to wrap up the game. 

 
Though Sendur’s bowling was a superstar effort, a hard catch from the opposite captain when he was at 78, by Charith 

at deep mid-wicket was the key factor that turned the game in to our hand. Charith had to give his neck pain for half 
an hour as the price for the catch as he ended up landing on the neck after he caught the ball. 

 
Great effort Baulkie Gangs (well, that’s our team name ) 

 

B14 Baulkham Hills 162 

C Patel 45 S Pande 25 

Def Seven Hills-Toongabbie RSL 145 

V Patel 5/17 D Patel 3/21 T Patel 2/30 
No report submitted. 

 
B13 Baulkham Hills 203 

J Barnitt 50 T Ripps 50 A Gholkar 48* 

Def Pendle Hill Colts 88 

A Gholkar 6/19 D Moodley 2/38 

and 90 
A Gholkar 3/31 D Moodley 2/10 

No report submitted. 
 

B12 Wentworthville Leagues 9/339(cc) 
S Hampstead 6/64 T Waddups 2/61 

Def Baulkham Hills 149 
T Samuels 38 

and 5/119(cc) 

M Burgin 58* T Samuels 39 
It wasn’t a great day to lose the toss. Faced with some stinking hot conditions we were sent into the field. Our first 

two sessions were pretty good, bowlers were hitting the right lines however we were unable to snare much needed 
wickets and one opening batsmen scored a pretty classy century. 

 

As the day went along we started to miss a couple of chances and let the opposition middle order put together a couple 
of very handy partnerships, we then cleaned up the tail cheaply, leaving us with a daunting task of chasing 339 after 

bowling 61 overs. 
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Some highlights of day one were the way the team didn’t drop their heads and kept battling all day in the oppressive 
conditions. Also a wonderful display of focus from Sean Hampstead claiming 6 /64 from 17 overs on a tiny ground. 

 

In our run chase we needed to put together some partnerships and score some early runs to put the pressure back on 
them, however some handy spells of swing bowling put the nail in our coffin by the first drinks break. After drinks the 

guys fought hard to support the ever staunch P. Touzel and tail enders T. Waddups and K. Balzarolo put on a 
swashbuckling performance to help us reach 149. 

 
We were sent back in to bat and lost an early wicket, but a fine partnership from M. Burgin and T. Samuels put an end 

to any chance of an outright defeat. Although things could have been a lot different if Myles who was given out caught 

without scoring hadn’t had the decision over turned. He went on to claim his maiden 50 for the team and finished 
unbeaten on 58. 

 
A of highlights from our batting included some outstanding hitting from Trent Samuels 28 from one over sending the 

ball to all parts of the ground. 

 
A lowlight was a middle order hattrick late in the day in our second innings, the happy recipient was a 12 year old 

spinner. 
 

In summary we didn’t get the rub of the green in this match but showed some glimpse of what we can do. The season 

is still young and we shouldn’t rule out our chances for a grandstand finish in 2016. 
 

B10 Winston Hills 150 
B Patel 5/22 H Shah 3/15 M Patel 2/40 

and 2/31 

Def Baulkham Hills 145 
A Patel 66 D Patel 47 

No report submitted. 

 

B9 BYE   
No report submitted. 

 
B8 BYE   

No report submitted. 

 
B6 Baulkham Hills 79 

and 2/36 

def by Wentworthville Leagues 203 

J Galofaro 4/19 R Thomas 3/43 J Macrae 2/42 
No report submitted. 

 
B2 Parramatta City Cricket Club 132 

R Vallis 2/13 T Senior 2/18 C Blinman 

2/20 T El Kadi 2/23 

def by Baulkham Hills 8/323(cc) 

T El Kadi 77 T Hallal 58 L Jerome 39* R Vallis 35 C 

Blinman 29* J Luther 27 
No report submitted. 

 
B1B Baulkham Hills B 123 def by Baulkham Hills A 6/248(cc) 

B Jones 2/23 R Jones 2/46 

No report submitted.  
 

B1A Baulkham Hills B 123 
E Platt 3/9 J Bocking 3/33 

def by Baulkham Hills A 6/248(cc) 
J Freeman 135 G McLoughlin 44 

No report submitted. 

 
A Res Baulkham Hills 7/306(cc) 

J Mann 116 S Martin 69* J Smith 44 C 
Gentle 25 

Def Wentworthville Leagues 9/276(cc) 

J Koski 4/47 M Robertson 3/76 

No report submitted. 
 


